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人因失误定性描述
李先植
〈中国原子能科学研究院)

摘要
人因失误对核反应堆运行风险有重要意义.对人因失误的洞察
和分析模型是人因可靠性分析的两个主要组成部分.对人因失误的
洞察，包括人因失误概念，失误性质，发生机理，人误分类和行为影响
因素等。在核反应堆运行过程中，人因失误定义为任务-人-机的失

调。人因失误事件强调执行中的错误行为和由此引起不愉快的结果。
在执行任务的时间限制上有时间-限制型和时间-开放型的操作两
种。 HeR 模型仅适用于时间-限制型的.认识基本过程包括信息收集，

认识/ .Ff.考、决策和行动等四个基本阶段。人误可在任一阶段中发生
并具有持续性。文中还描述较自然的人误分类方式和人的行为影响

因素，包括个人、集体、组织管理和环境等方面的因素，
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A QUALITATIVE DESCRIPTION OF HUMAN ERROR
Li Zh aohuan
(CHINA INSTITUTE OF ATOMIC ENERGY)

ABSTRACT
The human error has an im阳dant contribution to risk of reactor operation.
The insight and analytical model are main padS in human reliability analysis. It
consists of the ∞neept of human error.the nature.the mechanism of generation.the
classification and human performance influence factors. on the operating reactor the
human error is defined as the task-human-machine mismatch. The human error
event is focu岱d on the erron回国 action and the unfavored result. From the time
limitation of performing a task. the operation is divided into time-limited and timeopened. The HCR (human c啤nitive reliability)model is suited for 佣Iy time-limited. The basic cognitive prl侃ess consists of the information gathering. cognition!
thinking.decision making and action. The human erroneous action may be gener:ited in any stage of this process. The more natural ways to classify human errors are
presented. The human performance influence factors including personal.organizational and environmental factors are 81ωlisted.
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INTRODUCTION
A potential hazard exits in the whole process of utilization of the nud帽rr回C
E饵. both

for the nuclear power plant and for the research reactor. A severe accident
may release a large amount of radi国dive f ISSion products to the environment which
harm the workers and inhabitants ∞tside the site.
The risk is dir町tly induced by defects or failur曹sof 吨uipment. An inadequate
human-machine interaction may r，酬lit in such defects or fail ures. Also an inade-

quate response or non-response post the failure of hardware may a皿ravate the situation. A common accepted view is that the human performance significantly influences the
of the

reactor 句:leration

reactor 何把ration

safety. Such significance has been proved by experiences

and by the analysis of abnormal events occurred in the o p-

eration history of reactors.
In principle.activities and

吨:lerations

in the operation of reactor are guided by

procedures and instructions. The human error data collection fr，佣1 the 句把ration reactor demonstrates that the frequency of human error events ∞curred in every kind
of operations and activities is rather high and has a periodical nature.
The human error analysis is a very complex problem. It involves the behavior
and activity of persons.individually and collectively.in their specific society and on
the reactor systems which the person interacts with. The person is not

i皿late.and

in the hierarchical society is influenced by a great many of factors. The human performanee may change from time to time.
Human errors which cause unacceptable result on an operating

react饵.

are

made directly by the workers on the reactor. individually or collectively. They are
operators. maintainers .repairmen and managers in the operation staff. The persons
worked in the different levels of organization and in the engineering support sy sterns can contribute to .he human error. Some human errors occur in individual action randomly. Some are in

the 曾quence

of action. Usually when the error is just

committed they can not be conscious. 臼11y the effect becomes obvious. they can
cognize it. The

!Dost

of human errors have no significant effects on the operation

safety. The minor are exception. It is difficult to identify/judge an error before its
effect is resulted in.
All workers on the reactor are organized. Their activities are organized and
cal 个 rolled

directly by the operation staff and indirectly by the different levels of or3

ganizati∞.

The performanc曹 of an individual 四d collective workers is influenced by
such controls. However.the behavior of individual plays an im阳)l'tant role.even influenc岱 the

collective behavior in which hel she is organized and charged more or

lωr回ponsibility.

For the operation of a research reactor the source of tasks mainly comes from
the untilization of the reactor.such as the irndiation of 姐mples •and from the requirement to m3intain the 陀actor in safe 甸回'ation ∞nditions. The kind of utilization may be simultan 四us multiplicity and may change from time to time. Both the
characteristics of the utilization and change of the loading to 蹦出fy the use 阴E院R
ray char，伊 the reactor 阳rformance. Com;equen t1y. they may influence the chance
of human error occurrence. Thus the experiences. both in operation and organization.significantly influence the occurrence fr呵uency of human error.
The human error occurrence frequency is influenced by many factors. These
are personal individual internal factors.team collective factors.organizational factors
and environmental factors. The human performance influence factors are the important aspect in the human analysis. To treat th臼e factors is different and depending
on the madei of human reliability analysis.
ηle essential aspects of human reliability study on the operating reactor are:
the qualitative insight into the human error , modelling for 臼timation and finding
the way or measure to prevent or to reduce the chance of human error 优currence.
Although there are many studies on human error.. (Refs. 1- 的. the continuous insight of human error is still important for the further understanding of the nature
(Refs. 4-8 and 10) and for the establishing of the improved model in its probability estimation. The qualitative understanding of human error mainly includes:
• the concept of human error.
• what man who has the chance to commit the error ,
• the mechanism of hum 吃n error generation , i. e. h,)W human error occurs ,
• the way to classify the human error ,
• what factors influence the occurrence of human error.
The estimation of human error occurrence frequency is using the existing human reliability model (Refs. 1-4) or to establish an improved model for such estimat lOn.
There are three ways to reduce the human error occurrence frequency: adapting workers to their workstation , adapting the workstation to the workers (Ref.
4

10) and adapting of the

managem四t 皿d reg.血tion

environment of the reactcw

plant.
The 院E阳回 of
first 即tion

of

this

this paper is to m公章. qualitati四 in吨:ht of human error. The
阳 perd 配置ibes the nature of human 四'01' and its reJati四 t叩m

including the e黯ntial elements of human error , the base to judge it and its characterist ics. The sec四lei section describes the mechan回n of hwnan error generation on
the operating reactor. The 3-rd section is the 也ssif回.tioD of human errors. The
4th section is human perf创lIWlCe infll腿nee factors.

1 THE NATURE OF HUMAN ERROR AND ITS RELATIVE
TOPICS

ti臼.

The human error is the defect of c唔nition which is inevitable in human activiThe notion of human error c田sists at least of two mutual related elements , i.

e. the nature of human error and the base to J1配啤:niu/judge it • With阳t such base
the error can not be ree咱nized. In a br田d sense the human error is not , more or
less.a very clear notion. It may vary from the view of phil帽叩峙， morality and traditional ∞nvention of 筑lCiety.

The concept of human error in the human analysis
should have the definitive and clear sense. The activities on the reactor operaiton , u-

tilization and safety are originated from the tω.ks and interaction with systems. The
concept of the human error is the task-human-machine mismatch (Ref. 5). In this
sense two elements , i. e. the intention of action and human system interaction ,are
naturally emphasized. 坠sides ， the unfavored result of erron四iUS action should also
be added due to the possible judgement of an error. This cone叩t provid臼 a possible
way to trace back the individual activities in the interaction with specific machine in
an error ,and it captur臼 the inherent featllre of an error in a dynamic process. 凰It it
does not define the cause and generation proc饵s of the error. It also de田 not pr萨
vide the picture of the relationship in which the error is embedded.
In order to interpret the concept of the human error as the task-human -machine mismatch further , three aspects , at least , should be considered. First , what is
a mismatch and is it identified as a human error? A mismatch is an event of bias or
conflict in human machine interactions. There are two kinds of mismatches wich
may be considered as human errors and may be defined them with specific terminology. respectively. All inad町uately planned tasks ， inad吨uste orders , instructions or
5

erroneously arranged

$Ched叫回 carried

out on the

re缸tor 甸回事tion

that

r回且hin

unfavored situations are defmed as ~1anning human errol'. AU inadequate 缸tion.~
which interact with reactOl'导ystems and result in unfavored conse吨田nee are defined
as executing human error. Tn a human uror 町'I'nt the e~ne四5 action is f，优U挺din
performing the task and the

tr咽ter

of conflict of the human-machine syst，创n is the

human action by which the unfavored r回ult is caused. 1Re following are examples
of such mismatches. A task is d臼igned and ex剧ned bey回d the limitation of syst臼n

specifications. that results in a critical sit四tion is the homar. error. At same

tin瞻 an

inadequate action which results the failure to perfOl回 E吨uirements of the

task is also a human error. A part of operations including

testing.maintenanc哇.re

pairing.handling.calibration and etc. are guided by the relative procedure or instruction. A

br刨出

of such procedures or technical specifications is judged as the

human error.because it usually cau挺5 and unace叩table result.
坠cond

what man is involved in :ne human error event. There are three gr阴阳

of per回归 who have the cha,'ce to commit or ∞ntribute to the human error. All
workers who work on the react:>r plant and carry out the task practically have the
chance to interact with reactor equipment. The man-machine- mismatch 阴阳ts are
dir时tly

caused by them. They are direct human error makers. All managers who

work on the different levels of organization or administration are usually as the contributor to the human error.called indirect human error makers. Sometime theyωn
commit or initiate the human error directly by erroneous interference of the operation action. A reactor can not operate without support of the engineering service
sytems. A part of workers who work in these technical systems also have the
chance to contribute the human error. Tn the m佣t cases they are indirectly human
error makers. Tn a word. the man who involves in the reactor 叫leration activities
may be the direci human error maker or be the indirect human error maker.
Third. wh:'It task has to be considered. Tn general. the task is originated from
the purpose of operation. For the nuclear 归wer plant the operation purp<耻 is unique to generate electricity. For the research reactor the pur阳焰e is usually multiple
and often changes (rom time to time. Usually .tasks can be divided into active and
pa臼ive

ones. If the task is originated (rom the human intention .it can be identified

as an active one. For example.to change the core o( the research reactor in order to
meet the requi

terns. For example.the maintenance and repair fOl" maintaining the naetor in normal 吨阳ation conditions ar曹 the 阳血ve

taSks. The res阳lSe of 句)e ratoe OIl the initi-

ating of accident event in 饵der to mitigate its 倒四que配e is abo the I翩ssive task.
To perform any type of tasks invol四章阮呻 the direct and indirect man-machine interactlOll.
Among the task幽human-machineintencticx自
engineering 句事terns are 也吨ned

theman 由15 且键时ral

role since

to sen'霄 and function under the human control.

The machine functions according to the 再回证ied perf饵mance. The intention of
task is performed by workers. The mωt of s归tem malfunctions (exαpt some extreme low occurrence frequ~ncy or external catastr咐lie events.like 四ry strong
earthquake) can be recovered by the correct human actions.

Some tasks.like the

response 佣 the unex阳eted

reactivity inser!i佣 or mitiga-

tion of an accident initiating ev四t. r吨uire human r鸣lOose in a limited time.
whthin limitation the 叫到eration could be effective. Beyond the time limitation the
unacc叩table

consequence could be resulted. Some tasks.like to repair a failed 阳 mp

or to calibrate a meter .may be relaxed. Thus the human activity from tasks on an
operating reactor are divided into time-limited 吗)eration and time-opened 句)elaton.
The essential feature of each type is different. The model for estimation of its occurrence probability is also different. The me陪t of active tasks. which have no strict
time limitaition to carry ∞t and are effective if they are finished. are time-句:Jened
tasks. The frequency of human error occurrence to perform these tasks is probably
in a stochastic behavior. A 阳rt of passive tasks. es防ciall1y. the operator r，臼pense
during the abnormal operation situation are time-limited tasks. The human c唱ni
tive reliability (HeR> model (Ref. 3) 自 applicable only to such cases.
The task which is characterized by the time-limited吓陀ration in its performing
is in a dynamic

pr饵ess.

The

syst四1

conditions change and the reactor is transient

during this 阳riod. The 句恕rator must take into account of the changed situation.
The active task is. usually .less time dependent. Bu t the system condition may also
change during the execution of the task.
For a very simple.time-opened task and direct human-machine interaction the
human error may be relatively easy to judge and recognize immediately. In general
四se. the base to judge the error is settled by the result of interaction rather than by
pr优edures.

The reason is in the following. Before 阳rforming a task one can not

foresee the incorrect actions. even if the schedule is meticulously arranged. Once
7

the e m. is committed.it 白 not possible to conec:t the effect of iMppr嘟iate 咽ria
tion in performance in鸭MY.四世 it lads to un缸ceptable c:ooseq四nee. The situation may be COl'呻lex时 by the fact that the errol'
"四IS in a dynamic Proces:i and is

01"

seq'皿neeof 町跚锢回ions

influeJM:ed by the internal and external c田叫itions

which are possibly 四ried from time to time. [v四 after inc划mt/aa:ide田"四"
帽但皿 judged

rooeous

its em. by unfavor咀 m郎 .but 幡 may DOt un即Jelyanaly 挺自

actlOl施.

白Ie human error may occur in the wide PI回回事 in performi吨 U血 .fram the
四ry

beginning of 由凰 to the end of its executi唱. Not aD of human 四"阳且hin

the critical situation. Only a small part of erroneous eve四ts result in serious COl'卧·
明白四.

The chan-.-e of error

oa:un田ICe in each 饵se must be 吨国I. F OI" the safety

related 句Jmltior恼 thed随时曹 or error occurrenc曹 may be 坠ssd四 to

m Oft attention

or other reasons. USI皿Uy. the critical 棚"呵回配e is I回白白ted by a Ii吨leerr町，
but by a seri眉 of erroneous 蚓ions which result in an inc陆nt/accident sequence.
Sometin圃 .a

significant event or even a severe 缸凶ent is .dramatically.originated

from an unim归nant human error and continuing a ser白 of human erroneous 配
tions.C伺田q院时ly •from :his 阳nt
not

of view the human error data collections should

discard erroneous actions in insignificant ev四ts. Also the human data c:oncem-

ing the 句:Jerating reactor should not be limited on the data of erroneous re匈跚跚sof
句町at饵'S. but

in a more wide Jel田 .it sh∞ld be extended to errone<ll.黯 events of all

actiVItIeS.
The reactor 鸣!entor plays a crucial role to maintain the reactor in normal 停
erat阳1.

During the abnormal situation

the 句:Jerator responsesωn have substantial

impact on the 院副.ibility to return the systems to a safe 响ration ∞，ndition. (加ra
tors may take r，配'overy actions. Alternatively.erroneous res严m曾5 can delay or hinder the chance of recovery.

2 THE MECHANISM OF HUMAN ERROR GENERATION
The basic stag四 of c·咽:n itive pr但曹ss consist of the information gathering.cognition/thinking. decision making and action. The information gathering is the beginning of the c咽nitive procesιIn this stage the situation is sensed by 阳sible 阳
ceptive ways. for example. the read out meter. alarming. communication and etc.
The gathered information induces the cognition. The cognition/thinking includes
the diagnω川he situation ass副 and the interpretation of phenomenon. Sometimes
8

it also incluJes the recalling of

proced山e.man国lor 寄回facations.even m血mga

simple estimation by mind for 翩翩ute worker. The decision making 臼 the re咽It
of

c吨nition.

An intention is

lected or to be taken.
putting the

也cision

form~

The 剧ion

in this stage which

dec:id四 wha~

which symbolias the er -:l of

action is se-

c唱nitive process 白

into practice. In case to perform a complex task

r明uired

ries of actions the c啤nitive process may proceed in many times at a highly
sive form rather than in a form of simple repeat. The α:Jgniti'四
formed by persons. individ回Oy or collectively. in the

a se-

progr昏

proc帽 may

be per-

r回etor 嗨lerati佣 staff.阴阳

extended to different levels of organization.
The human error may occur at any stage of

c吨nitive proce部.

There are two

types of human errors which can be distinguished. i. e. the intention error or mistake and the action error or slip. The definition of mistake is an error of intention
formation that is generated in some stage of c咿litive proc:ns bdore the action.
The erroneous seq四nee is oc:curred in such mechanism.η悟 slip 臼 galer.ted during the process of execution .either

by 饵nining of

an action or by disregarding the

new information. For example.. worker fails to perform a task only due to the slip.
like to select a wrong switch. to tum a manual value in a wrong directi∞.The ml由t
of such errors have

instantan础路 and

The human intention

stochastic behavior.

en僻』阳19ed

to the mistake has the behavior of ∞nti

nuity. If an error occurred at the previous stage of c咱nitive proc醋 .it ranains and
influences the

pr四nt

and the next stages. It is

less 阴阳ble

to correct the

previot.瞌

error.especially (or the time-limited 句:leration. The misperception of situati俑. i. e.
an inadequate information gathering

r臼ults

in

inad同uate

interpretation and deci-

sion making which makes a person to take a wrong action (commission error). The
most

ca即 of misperc叩tion

are due to the irratonal gathering information. A typical

example is described in the following. A flow rate meter indicated a full scale flow
rate in the in-pile irradiation I∞pd田 to the failure of that meter. The local operator
closed fully the manual adjust valve while he wanted to reduce the flow rate. It resuited in a significantly critical event. In fact there were several informations to indicare the failure of that flow meter. (}f even more concern.a person may take actions that would exacerbate the problem.while it is seemingly appropriate to the
person's perception on the situation.A misinterpretation .nay occur while the gathering information is adequate. That results in inappropriate decision making and action. The riltht interpretation provides the base for the appro

not guarantee the cornet of its decisioo. The erroneous intention re-

ing.but

d，使s

皿Its

inad吨uate 配tion.

in

E呢n in some case for time-句黯ned interactions. 恤.e to re阳ir a failed 阳mpby
a crew. t~y may be aware their previous iJK:orr配t 缸tion at present step. but the
SUI时回s

of

of

t~

repair can ooly be checked during the test

01'

after the next start-up

that 阳np.

Thus

t~

mechanism of an human error describes that

t~

error may begin

from any s问~ of buic c:ognitiYe JInx:帽.andαlIltinues to remain to the action. After t~ practice the worker can be 帽Isc:ious his/her error.
The c啤niti四 pr明白ses beth for the individual and collective are influenced by
the human performanc曹 infl皿nce factors which make the larger difference of the
occurrence frequency of human error betWI回1 individuals or crews fr，佣lone to another. T~ α惠nitive enviroomtnt simulator which is a typical try of th

plant 鸣>er

ator perf惯rnance experiment 也 based on the c吨~itive pr惊世ss (Ref.的.

3 CLASSIFICATION OF HUMAN ERRORS
To classify human errors may be in different way. The more natural ways are
to be introduced. T:le first

w叮 is

to clssify them into indirect and J'rect human er-

ror. Because all tasks performed on the 饵leration p.actor are in organized form. All
person involved in it may have the chance to commit the error. The persons who 优
cupy the position in ∞e of levels in this organization do not take 归 n in direct interaction with machine. Their error is classified into indirect one. The indirect human
error is often committed in collective form a!ld connects

with 句leration

workers .

All workers who take part in direct intuaction with machine have the chance to
commit the direct human error. Often the inJirect human error is identified as the
human performance influence factor of human and the direct human error is considered and 四 imated in human reliability analysis (Refs. 1 and 2 ).
Next.an erroneous action can be committed by t~ individual or by the crew
who take part in human-machine ipteraction. Thus human error can be clssified into individ回IIpersonal human error and 吃ollective human error. In a simple case
when a task 臼 performed by the individual worker. for example. to turn-off a
switch or to calibrate a meter ,its error is easily identified as an individual error. The
probability of occurrence of erron 四us action depends on the perfof""1 ance of :!i'lt
worker. If the action is monitored by the another worker , then the errone剧s action
10

is contributed by the 优cond person. Such human error should be identifiPCi as a 001lective one.
The most of man-machine interactions on an operation reactor are pedormed
by the specific crew of workers. For example. the reactor are operated by the crew
in the control r'∞m.the systems are maintained by the different teams of maintainers. Con!'equently. the most of human errors are identified to the collective class. As
well known that the probability of collective errωcan not be reduced by simply increasing the number of workers in that team. It depends on the behavior of the
task-team. Each individual in a task team may playa substantially different role in
performing the task. In general case.the performance of the team is mainly determined by the team leader and the central persons in the team. It is also depending
on the distribution of responsibility.the relationship among members of the team.
the relationship between the team and the operation staff. Sometimes.organization
of different levels may influence the team behavior. The classification of human error into collective and individual should be helpfui in the human reliability analysis.
The human errors can also be classified into a cognitive error and action error
according to their formation in the cognitive process. The cognitive error is defined
as such errors that its cause is f()rmed in cognitive process before the a.:tion is taken. The action error is defined as a l; hance error due to the omission or carelessness.
The cognitive error results in not only one emotion. but in series of erroneous actions.if the task requires many of executing interactions with equipment. The action error is in isolation and random form. There is. probably.no relation with other action.

4 HUMAN PERFORMANCE INFLUENCE FACTORS
A human being is not a mechanical system and neither can nor should be studied in isolate form. Although persons act in a specific society. the human performance differs from one to another. The performance of individual depends on his/
her nature which is progressively formed in his/her specific s∞iety. The human
阳rformance is influenced by a great many of factors which can be categorized into

persor' al internal.organizational external and environmental external.
Almost all o! human reliability studies consider the human performance in £l uence factors. The different model may consider them in different way. Some may
consider specific factors like onion model in Re f. 11. In more early publications (like
11

Re f.

1).

these influence factors as the human performance shaping factors were

considered by the corr能t factors to modify its estimated 优currencefrequency.k
e
cendy • the human perfonnan四 and these influence factors are integrally c佣sid町d
m the estimation (Ref. 6- 肘. The human performance influence factors are listed
in the following table.
Table 1. HumaD Perf，嗣冒血Dee IDnueace F.如n
Per回回I

internal

Kno叫edae.

Individual.prod皿tivity

and reliability

Train;.唱 back ll'曲，时
E萃peri mc:e， PPt practical expe由nee
CUrt回It expe刮目lCt!

Skill
Ability.
Effici凹ICy

Motivation ,

Practice
Aptitude
State of mind
Anention

Awarene菌。f ..fety
Alertne田
re吗回nsibility
Panici 酬 ion of deci且on
Per皿nal individual

Charge of
Culture.

Competence
Campi咀配h

Anitude ,

making

Relationship and cooperation with team or crew
Relationship with the
Spirit of disciplinc
Invocation

吗阳ation

staff and managers

M回al

Commitment
Anention
Memory
Sere皿

臼lIective

internal
Structure of group ， t四 m or cr~
~Iegating responsibility
Clarity of charge in the C<JJ1ect;ve -de)egate responsibility
Leadership of
Relationship ,
With 甸回回 ion ..aff
With organizations
Inte.nsl c∞peration
Efficiency ,
Ability of the head of c.ew
Per皿nal background
Personal control
Di.cipline
Communication
Feedback
Re.ponoe
Learning from its paat elperience ,adapting
Participation of deci.ion making ,
Within the crew
In 咄咄 ion stalf and 町'ganization
External organizational
Structure of organization. ,
Organization
Ta.k-structure
Prog.am
Leadership ability
T配hnolOllY level
Policy con.iatency
R四，ponaibility

12

ac回relingly

ManaRrmrnt ,

Sl y'"

Di ociplinr

rulrs .standard.pl'OC<'duRS and instructions

F. fficir n., v,

E叩，licit
Prr曲...1 c回llrol
Corpo
cultu~

ratr

Com munι:Ltl圈'

F r<'d baek
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SUMMARY
Human reliability is a developing technology , currently at the threshold
change. The insight of the human error is the basic problem for the analysis study
and modeling of estimation.
The insight of human error has been done as above. The basic concept of the
human error is the task-human-machine mismatch. The error is identified by the
unfavored result of action. The human errors are divided into planing error and executing error. The persons involved in the operation of the reactor have the chance to
commit or to contribute the human error. They may be direct human error maker
or indirect human error maker. It may be done individually or collectively , directly
or indirectly. The task may be active or passive from its origination. Also the task
may be time-limited or time-opened from its requirement to perform. The task may
have a dynamic behavior that the human error is embedded.
The basic stages of cognitive process are the information gathering ,cognitive/
thinking , decision making and action. The human error may be originated in any
stage of this process. Two types of human errors should be distinguished. The intention error is originated from in the intention formation proce臼. It has the behavior of continuity. The slip is generated during the execution and has the instantaneous and stochastic nature.
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There are many wa归 to classify the buman errors. The more natural ways are
introduced. These are the direct and indirect. individual and collective. intention and
action errors. The human performance influence factors are categorized into internal.organizational and situational external
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